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Location: abu dhabi

Category: other-general

The job posting is outdated and position may be filled Our client, a premier medical facility,

is currently looking for a Radiographer (Junior and Senior) with experience in Xray and MRi, to be

based in Abu Dhabi. This position requires basic knowledge in diagnostic imaging and

involves receiving patients at the medical imaging department, registering and preparing

them and then initiating the process of capturing the diagnostic images by using different

radiological techniques like X-ray, Ultrasound, CT/ MRI. Other responsibilities include:Use

evidence-based practice and clinical guidelines to produce high quality images for a range of

imaging procedures.Be aware of safeguarding policies, both local and national, and

implement such policies should it become necessary.Assess clinical conditions, prioritise

health problems, including initiation of effective emergency care.Ensure that patients are

prepared for their procedures and have been given all the relevant information

required.Manage own client caseload including the interpretation of test results with referral to

physicians as necessary.Provide emergency care to patients as necessary and attend annual

resuscitation trainingRequirementsTo be considered, you need to meet the following

requirements:Bachelor degree in Radiography, Radiology Technology or Medical/Diagnostic

Imaging programBasic knowledge about KPI and FANR auditWith valid license from home

countryAt least 2-4 years of experience in the UAE, in a day surgery centre / large

hospital within Outpatient DepartmentWilling to work in Abu DhabiWilling to work for 48 hours in

one weekWilling to do on-calls / Overtime, if highly neededArabic speaker / knows how to

speak basic Arabic language is preferredTo be considered, you need to meet the following

requirements: Bachelor degree in Radiography, Radiology Technology or Medical/Diagnostic
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Imaging program Basic knowledge about KPI and FANR audit With valid license from home

country At least 2-4 years of experience in the UAE, in a day surgery centre / large

hospital within Outpatient Department Willing to work in Abu Dhabi Willing to work for 48 hours in

one week Willing to do on-calls / Overtime, if highly needed Arabic speaker / knows

how to speak basic Arabic language is preferred Disclaimer: Drjobs.ae is only a platform that

connects job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct their own

independent research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always make

certain that our clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we advise

against sharing any personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you suspect

fraud or malpractice, please contact us via contact us page. Our goal is to make hiring as easy

as possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each candidate finds

a job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search

solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your

profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives

you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different

kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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